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Chapter 221 Good Bye 

"Father, what are you saying? You will definitely come back to us!!" Zara spoke nervously 

 

The features of the three boys flipped as if their hearts had stopped, especially Caesar who seemed to 

be barely restraining himself from smashing the handset of his chair. 

 

"There was no point mentioning something like this now.." Mila choked, trying very hard to hold back 

her tears 

 

"Haha, what is wrong with you all? In fifty years from now, the family will be strong enough to withstand 

the consequences of this announcement, and every one in this room will have the power to protect 

himself, that is what I meant, but I will definitely be back! what, do you not want your father to be 

famous and achieve his dream? Hahaha," Robin laughed out loud at the end. 

 

Billy looked at Robin for a long time, then nodded vigorously, and disappeared from his spot. 

 

"Father, you said you want to leave today? that wouldn't work... you are a genius but you are not strong 

enough, at least let me give you some pointers" Caesar suddenly spoke 

 

Robin looked at him and smiled, this boy's way of asking seemed as if he was planning something, " 

Hehe I give you your power and you use it to give me pointers, the world is coming to an end or 

something?! never mind, I will have to leave within this month, there is no problem to stay a few days 

and wipe your ass a few times!" 

 

"Good, I will wait for you at the private training grounds then." Caesar spoke, then stood and moved 

toward the door, "Come on guys, let's let our father enjoy himself a little with his wife before we knock 

out his teeth." 

 

The other two boys moved after him, but Zara refused to leave before giving Robin one last hug, and 

then ran after her brothers. 

 



After a full two minutes of everyone leaving and confirming in her own spirit that no one was around, 

Mila looked at Robin, " leaving in a month, huh?" 

 

"I didn't lie, today is a part of the month too, I know that boy very well, he is absolutely stronger than 

me now, he will try to invent something to come with me or even stop me, maybe even break me a few 

bones in the process to delay me! I can't just sit back and wait for that to happen..." Robin smiled and 

replied and started moving towards one of the back windows of the house to jump out of it, saying to 

Mila, "Let's go... it's time to see that Nihari." 

 

But Mila grabbed him at the last moment and pushed him toward the sofa, "What do you want, 

woman?!" 

 

Mila didn't answer him, she just rushed towards him and kissed him hard and started to undress... 

 

---------------- 

 

p Two hours later - the iron warehouse 

 

"Lioness..." Robin said, still adjusting parts of his clothes 

 

"What? Shouldn't I get a goodbye session? Hmph." 

 

"I just hope that those two hours will satisfy you until I come back... Don't look at men other than me 

here! I will be sad if you do!!" Robin said with a chuckle 

 

"Hmph!" Mila looked away, but a strange light made her turn her gaze toward Robin again 

 

The  All-seeing God's humanoid Light had already formed! 

 

Prestige... Strength... Pressure... 

 



"The All-seeing... God..." Everything around that light structure made Mila feel completely submissive 

 

before she realized she found herself making a complete bow toward him... 

 

Seeing this, the  All-seeing god furrowed an eyebrow and shook his hand, " We do not do this here.." 

Then he looked toward Robin, "Who is this?!" 

 

"Aha, this is my woman we talked about earlier, I already told her everything, you don't need to be 

careful when she is around." Robin said and then moved toward Mila, "Girl, the All-seeing God is a big 

brother figure to me, no need to bow before him." 

 

"But... but you said he was a God!!" Mila said in astonishment, stiffening her back 

 

"He said this himself, not me." Robin shrugs 

 

"This is what everyone calls me, I didn't call myself that!!" The clairvoyant god said out loud, then 

continued, "Never mind... are you ready?" 

 

Robin looked firmly at the humanoid Light and then nodded vigorously 

 

"Finally!" A big smile appeared on the face of the humanoid light, then he raised his finger, and a fast 

beam shot towards his head Robin, "These are the coordinates of the planet Nihari, specifically in a 

forest next to a city of one of the major tribes there, I chose that place so that you can take your time to 

get used to the atmosphere of the planet and plan what you will do... 

 

Write the coordinates in the Control Panel of the Space Portal and then turn on the gate, after you set 

foot in it, it will consume all the stones and it will close automatically 

 

Planet Nihari is a bit far from this nascent planet so it may take a few days to arrive, along the journey 

don't let your inner researcher take control of you, try to go with the flow and stay as still as possible so 

as not to suffer any serious injuries or even die before you arrive, it is even better to shut your 

consciousness completely and sleep, understand?" 

 



The warning made Mila's body shiver, injured even before he reached that dangerous place?! 

 

But Robin just nodded again 

 

"Good! also know that I will not be able to help you much on the planet Nihari as I'm here, Actually I will 

not be able to help you at all, if that person feels my presence, he may send someone to kill you, and 

will speed up the conquest plans, I will be screwed! 

 

From today on I will forget I know you, I will not even be able to monitor your actions there, you will be 

alone and you better understand that... do NOT try to contact me even if there is a fatal threat to your 

life... Act smart and embrace humiliation, don't get yourself in trouble in the first place if you can't 

handle it... so if you were planning on depending on some time-stopping acts from me to save you, too 

bad! do you understand?" 

 

Robin nodded again 

 

"Good that you understand, have a safe journey!" The All-Seeing God said and then disappeared 

 

"...." Mila remained silent for a few seconds then spoke, "What a big brother treatment, huh." 

 

"I'm just returning his favor..." Robin said as he headed towards the control panel and started writing 

the coordinates manually into it, every rune he draw would disappear and then he would write the next 

one, very quickly he wrote a few tens of them! 

 

After he wrote it all, he chose the option to turn the space portal on. 

 

*bbzzzzzzt* 

 

A sliver of faint blue light began to appear in the huge half-circle, looking like a translucent substance 

that Robin could look through 

 



"Well... I guess that is it... there's no turning back now." Robin looked toward the portal and spoke in a 

low voice, not even knowing if he was talking to Mila or to himself. 

 

"Robin, maybe you can postpone this trip until Th--" Mila spoke quickly but couldn't finish her sentence, 

as Robin placed a strong kiss on her lips that lasted for a few seconds before finally letting her go and 

saying, "Don't allow my legacy here go to waste…." 

 

Then he jumped towards the space portal, disappearing inside... 

 

*FRRROOOOOOOOOOM* 

 

*peeeee* 

 

The gate glowed intensely for a moment before the light disappeared completely after that, leaving 

nothing but a large pile of energy stone ashes. 

 

And a woman crying on the floor. 

Chapter 222 Arriving At Nihari 

'hmmm..' 

 

'What a strange feeling...' 

 

'My heart stopped... my bowel movement stopped... my lungs stopped... everything is dead, except my 

consciousness... what's going on..' 

 

'..... How long has it been since I jumped inside the gate? Hours.. days? Time flies by strangely here...' 

 

'I don't see anything nor hear anything... My eyes are closed... I can't open them... My consciousness is 

also slow... Without my spiritual strength, I wouldn't be able to think.. Anyone below a sage level of soul 

strength would have passed out already...' 

 



'Is this what inside a space portal is like? What a strange effect...' 

 

'Am I now on my way to Nihari?' 

 

'Ahh... I wish to see what is happening around me.. right... I will try to open... the eye of Truth!' 

 

--A faint green light started shining behind Robin's eyelids 

 

' My God...' 

 

Using his eyes of the Truth, Robin was able to ignore the existence of his eyelids and see shadows of 

what was happening around him 

 

His stiff body looked like a static puppet, around him something like a spiral tunnel and countless small 

bright spots were passing by at an insane speed 

 

'This.. the tunnel..' After his initial astonishment at the sight that he would not even see in his dreams, 

Robin focused on the most important thing he had seen, 'there is a strong law..in this tube... I feel it.. 

Space Law?' 

 

'Yeah... The Heavenly Space Law.. Contrary to the high-level Runes.. which the All-seeing God gave me.. 

here I can see everything clearly.. starting from the first level of the major law... It is the most... obvious 

and clear pattern... I have seen...' Robin thought, then fell out of consciousness for a moment again. 

 

'What... a chance...' 

 

-------------------- 

 

Eight days later -- 

 



A small blue gate opened and Robin's body emerges in the same condition he entered on the other 

side... both feet on the ground and in a running position. 

 

But the moment his foot hits the ground... 

 

*BOOM* 

 

*Kaa Kaa Kaa* 

 

"AAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!" 

 

The moment Robin's feet touched the ground, his face also *touched* the ground like a cannonball that 

met its target, making a huge hole in the floor below. 

 

The only thing he heard after the initial clash was the sound of cracking bones, and the second thing was 

his own scream. 

 

At one moment he was delighted trying to not miss a single pattern of the law of space, which is one of 

the highest laws, and a moment later he felt that a hundred earth dragons were standing over his body, 

crushing it... 

 

Everything happened in the blink of an eye to the point that he did not comprehend what was 

happening 

 

"What the... WHAT THE..?!" Robin tried to move his body with all his might, but he couldn't even lift his 

finger. 

 

"Haa.. Hoo.. Haa.. Hoo.." After a few failed attempts to move, Robin began trying to take a long inhale 

and exhale, trying to calm himself and find out the most of what he can, "... All my inner organs is back 

working with no problem... wow, the density of oxygen in the air here is higher than on my planet... I 

feel my respiratory system is thanking me for breathing this air... 

 



The natural energy in the atmosphere is also incredibly dense... I can literally touch it... It seems like no 

accident has happened, I have reached the planet Nihari." 

 

*inhale.. exhale.. inhale.. exhale..* 

 

"What happened? Did I land wrong? ...Ahh, I'm hungry... How can my bones shatter from a fall like this?! 

even a baby could have withstood it!! ...There is no energy in my body, not even a drop... How many 

bones did I break? ..Ahh I'm thirsty..." 

 

Whenever Robin tries to think of something intellectual, his stomach rumbles him back to his survival 

instinct.. he was actually starving.. literally starving to the point of near death... 

 

And he quickly thought of a possible reason. 

 

Inside the spiral tunnel, all of his organs were in a frozen state, it's most likely a mechanism to make the 

traveler reach the other end of his destination without the need to eat or do anything important to live, 

because well, they couldn't in that space. 

 

in other words, for anyone else, it would only feel like a short nap and would get back to full power the 

moment he exit that tunnel... but Robin was not an ordinary traveler... 

 

Activating the Eye of Truth requires a not small amount of energy, and he has activated it for days. 

 

All his energy stores in his body were gone, after that, any food in his body was burned and turned into 

energy, and then his muscles lost all their power and send it into his eyes, at this moment, he was 

already starting to lose Weight... 

 

The state he was in made him unaware of what was happening in his body, and his focus on space law 

made him ignore the consequences. 

 

When he got to this point of conclusion he gave a long sigh, "F*ck me.." 

 



"No." he suddenly said and furrowed his eyebrow, "That doesn't explain that terrible fall, nor does it 

explain why there are more than 19 different broken bones all over my body!!" 

 

*crack* 

 

"AAAHHHH!!!" No sooner had he finished his words than he completed the lucky number 20 broken 

bones. 

 

"No, no, no, this is not because I lost my power. There is a great force pressing on me from above!!" The 

hole caused by his fall made him not see anything around him, so Robin tried to straighten his head with 

difficulty and looked up next to his eye, only to find the sky 

 

"This force... pressure... it exists... I feel like it is crushing me... it's... Gravity?!" Robin opened his eyes 

wide, "Yeah.. no doubt... it's tens of times stronger than my planet's gravity!!!" 

 

*inhale.. exhale.. inhale.. exhale..* 

 

Robin felt like he was about to cry, he had barely touched Planet Nihari but bad luck hit him right away, 

nothing in his situation could be envied 

 

It literally can't get any worse! 

 

*RAAAAAAAAAAAWWRRRRR* 

Chapter 223 Immediate Regret 

"F*ck." Robin's mind stopped working for a moment when he heard the roar 

 

He might be on another planet but a roar is a roar, that was a hungry damn beast for sure, and it looks 

like it is quite near too! 

 

Probably the strong sound he caused after falling caught the beast's attention... 

 



According to the distance that the roar came from, even if the beast came with no hurry it would reach 

this place in a minute or two! 

 

The power behind its voice says it is very strong, but even if it is not.. any passing rabbit could kill Robin 

for fun in his current condition! 

 

"Think... Think..!!" Robin tried to calm himself and his eyes traveled all around him, trying to find 

something to put his hopes onto, but he only found the sky above him and the solid ground around and 

below... 

 

*kshhhh* 

 

He barely moved his fingers, with enough force to scratch the soft soil beneath him, and shouted, " No... 

No No NO!! I didn't come all the way from another damn planet to be some beast shit here!! I'M NOT 

WILLING!!! " 

 

But then his features took a sudden turn from fear to amazement, he quickly furrowed an eyebrow and 

looked under him again, "This ground..." 

 

As he scratched the ground with his fingernails, he felt a slight quivering in the atmosphere around his 

fingers, as if a strand of energy was escaping from the lines he scratched 

 

"This ground... it contains a natural energy that is almost equivalent to what is found in the energy 

stones in my world!!" Robin's surprise knew no bounds when he sensed this 

 

Energy stones are a specific mineral that can store natural energy in it over very long periods. 

 

Everyone on his planet is looking for mines for these stones day and night, but their quantities are 

always limited compared to the demand. 

 

Even though the inhabitants of his nascent planet didn't know how to exploit these energy stones to the 

max, for example, their absorption would be 10% faster than their cultivation if they used the natural 



energy in the atmosphere around them, it was still a precious item and one of the foundations of any 

noble family... 10% more speed is tens of years fir saint! 

 

As for here, even the random dirt that he fell on contains a similar amount of energy stones of the same 

size? 

 

Doesn't this mean that if he created a space portal here, he would only need a few shovels and two 

average slaves to secure his energy requirement?! 

 

*soooooosh* 

 

Without delaying another second, Robin turned on The Absolute Stone Energy Cultivation Technique 

and a torrent of energy began to emerge from the ground beneath and enter his body from all the 

pores. 

 

"Ha... HAHAHAHA.. hah.. ha..." The feeling of thrill that Robin had when the energy started flowing to his 

body did not feel for a very long time, but he soon stopped laughing and a stupified expression formed 

on his face as he looked up... 

 

But this time he wasn't looking at the sky... but rather a huge head that exchanged looks with him 

 

The head of a strange dark color creature looks like a mixture of a mouse and a wolf, covered with shiny 

plates that look like metal... The size of this head indicates that the length of the rest of his body is at 

least 6 meters 

 

"Hello, Mr. creature from an alien world... hope you are having a nice day? In fact, I came to you in 

peace... Can we a nice decision?" 

 

*RAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!* 

 

The creature roared with joy and passion as if it had found the whole week's catch, then opened its 

mouth and swooped down 

 



"Not today, ugly motherfucker!!" Robin shouted and moved a finger, and a gust of wind flew one of the 

talismans in his pants and quickly landed on his Index finger. 

 

The moment it landed on Robin's finger, he pumped most of the energy he had absorbed during these 

few seconds into it, activated it, and then with another gust of wind, the talisman flew towards the 

mouth of the beast and entered it. 

 

*Gulp* 

 

*cough cough!!* 

 

Surprised by what just happened, the beast stopped its attack and tried to vomit the strange thing it had 

swallowed, but it heard a voice, " you seem hungry? you want to eat something, huh? Tell me how you 

will find the Fire Explosion Talisman then!" 

 

*BOOM* 

 

"SKEEEEEEEEEEEEE" 

 

The beast shrieked in agony and vomited a few mouthfuls of blood, some of which fell on Robin's face 

 

Then Robin heard erratic steps moving away, clearly, the beast was seriously injured... 

 

"Ptui Ptui" Robin spat the blood that ran down his face and entered his mouth, and then shouted, "What 

the hell was that?!" 

 

The talisman that just exploded is a level 25 fire explosion talisman that Robin prepared especially for 

this trip, but the explosion didn't kill the beast?! 

 

And this result after it exploded in his soft intestines? What would have happened if he attacked his 

scales from the outside? will it cause the beast to blush?! 

 



"...what have I gotten myself into?" Robin said, almost crying. 

 

This was the first random creature he had met in this world, and it was not encouraging at all. 

 

*Shhhhhhhh* 

 

Activating the Absolute Stone Energy Cultivation Technique once more, The energy from the ground 

started to flow again to his body silently. 

 

Sitting here in a pool of blood and regretting his life choices wouldn't help him in any way 

 

after two hours--- 

 

"HSHHH... HAAAH... FFFF ... MEE... HAAAH..." Robin pulled himself up the hole at last with his almost 

intact right arm. 

 

"This..." The first thing Robin saw around him after coming out of the hole was blue, a lot of blue... 

 

He had really landed in a forest, as the All-seeing God had told him. 

 

This was evident in the grass around him, the thick-stemmed trees around him, and the short 

intertwined bushes... 

 

But the strange thing in this forest is that all of them are shades of blue, unlike the green color he was 

accustomed to. 

 

"Blue Blue.. even if it is pink it doesn't matter... HAAH.." Robin then reached out his right hand once 

more and started crawling again toward the nearest tree like he was fighting for his life 

Chapter 224 Silent Struggle 

"HAAA… HEEE… HAAA…" Every few inches he crawled forward with the help of his right hand it 

appeared like it took an effort as if he was struggling in a battle that will decide his life or death 



 

And after every push, he takes a short rest, then shouts, " F*ck you, All-seeing piece of shit." Then the 

crawl continues 

 

How did he not tell him such a thing? What is difficult about *Be careful, you will face gravity tens of 

times greater than what you are used to*? 

 

Is it possible that he forgot that the gravity of this planet is greater than that of Robin in this frightening 

way? 

 

Or did he not look into it as he did not care about it? 

 

Or did he know but thought it was a silly thing to talk about?! 

 

What would have happened if Robin acknowledged his mission as soon as he told him and came here 

when he was still at level 11? Would he have died as soon as he arrived..?! 

 

"HAAA... F*ck you, All-seeing piece of shit... HAAAA" a distance of only two meters from the location of 

the hole to the nearest tree, but it took more than half an hour to cut it 

 

Then he waited for another quarter of an hour and with a, "HEYAAAAAA," he put all the energy he had 

collected in his right hand and managed to flip himself over to lie on his back, "Haa... Haa... Haa..." 

 

Finally, he saw a glimmer of hope... There is a fruit pampered from the branches of the tree above him 

 

After another five minutes of rest, Robin waved his finger *swoosh* A strong blade of wind moved 

towards the nearest fruit to his face... 

 

but failed to cut it in half. 

 

"Impossible!! Can't I even cut a damn fruit?! I know my attacks are weak for a level 16 knight, but hell 

I'm not that weak!!" 



 

*swoosh, swoosh, swoosh* 

 

A few more blades hit the same spot until the fruit was damaged enough and the juice inside it began to 

fall on Robin's head, who tried his best to adjust its position so that the juice would go directly into his 

mouth. 

 

*gulp gulp* 

 

"Haa... Haa..." 

 

*gulp gulp* 

 

Within about a quarter of an hour, all the juice dripping from the huge fruit was gone, but it was plenty 

enough to fill part of his stomach, his face, the top of his clothes, and even the ground under his head as 

well. 

 

"Dammit…" After he finished this impossible task -eating a piece of fruit- Robin started thinking about 

his situation again… 

 

He is technically asleep on an inexhaustible energy reserve and even breathing it, but natural energy is 

not everything... 

 

With this energy, he could use his Laws and talismans freely, but in the end, he still has to rely on his 

physical strength to move around! 

 

And as for the state of his physical body, he is... Hungry, he has 20 broken bones that seem they are 

about to increase, most of the muscles in his body are torn or stiff, and a terrible gravitational force is 

pressing on him... 

 

That fruit didn't satisfy his hunger, and it certainly wouldn't satisfy his physical body's needs, but it was a 

good start... after digesting it, crawling around will be a little easier. 



 

As for the injuries all over his body, *SHAAAAA* 

 

A faint green light started igniting from his body as the Life Law began to instantly convert the energy he 

pulled from the earth into life energy to circulate in his body and automatically heal it. 

 

"This..?" Robin was surprised when he saw the aura resulting from the activation of the Life Law, it was 

much more intense than he remembered! 

 

'Is the law of life in this world different from what I know..?' Robin thought but did not continue to think 

much in this direction, it wouldn't matter for now how different it is as long as it works! 

 

So he closed his eyes again... 

 

He didn't know how long his body treatment would end, but it appears like he would need maybe two 

or even three weeks! 

 

In this period... it's time to think about the most important thing 

 

"How do I get rid of this gravity... how... how..." Robin muttered slowly 

 

maybe if he landed on this planet with his full power he wouldn't get so many injuries and find himself in 

the situation, but surely he would have found trouble moving around! 

 

Even if he stayed put until he heals himself completely, he would move around like a mortal at best! 

 

After 3 hours --- 

 

Robin opened his eyes and spoke, "Gravity! If my problem is the heavenly law of gravity on this planet, I 

will make it work as I want!! Yes.. that is it hahaha!" 

 



Without further delay, Robin's eyes began to flash a faint green glow with a big smile on his face and he 

started looking around. 

 

The view was completely different from what he remembers on his planet... 

 

The patterns of the laws are the same, but their density, clarity, and availability around him are 

completely different! 

 

He started moving his eyes around him for another half an hour until he finally caught the first string... 

the major heavenly law of Gravity! 

 

Contrary to his mother planet, the major heavenly law of Gravity was as powerfully present in this world 

as the law of wind or light and could be seen clearly! 

 

He needed some time to separate the major heavenly law of Gravity patterns from all the other patterns 

of laws around it, but with how clear the patterns he sees are, It seems like he wouldn't even need a 

special place to study it to the end 

 

he won't need a volcano as he did with the law of fire or a mountain strait as he did with the law of 

winds.. even if He was lying on his back here, and with the help of the second stage of the Eye of Truth, 

he was sure he is able to complete learning the first stage of the major heavenly law of Gravity in two 

weeks or less! 

 

With a body and eyes that glowing green... Robin looked like an abnormal corpse 

 

But perhaps on the whole planet, no one was more busy than him at this moment. 

 

------------------------------------ 

 

Five days later-- 

 

*Bshh Bsh Bshhh* 



 

"Who's there?!" Robin shouted after he heard a rustling in the grass near him, and immediately he 

stopped activating the eyes of truth and the law of life 

 

*Bshh Bshhh* 

 

But he didn't find a response and the sound kept getting closer, and it was too late anyway... 

 

because he was busy with more than one thing at the same time, He couldn't spot the incoming threat 

in time, whatever was approaching him had already reached a dangerous distance. 

 

Robin moved his finger and one of the fireball talismans flew from his pants and landed on the index 

finger of his right hand, ready to fire at any moment towards the incoming creature. 

 

*ksh kshhhha!* 

 

Robin opened his eyes to the end of them.. what appeared before him, at last, was not a beast 

 

but a very beautiful girl with big eyes looking at him with fear. 

 

Everything about this girl's appearance was a little weird.. she was a little short but she had a huge 

chest, half naked, no clothes to mention except for two rags covering her sensitive areas... and 

remembering the beast from before, that was definitely not a place for a scared short girl like this one! 

 

Robin's killing intent calmed down a bit, as he raised his head slightly to look her in the eye and spoke 

with a smile, "Hello, the weather is nice today, isn't it?" 

Chapter 225 Giants 

"Ahh!! Kara Tui! Kara Tui!!" The girl screamed in terror and then ran in the same direction she came 

from 

 

"No no no!! don't go! I don't bite!!" Robin tried to calm her down, but she was already out of sight, 

"Dammit, I missed my golden opportunity to sit down..." 



 

Robin's back was already numb and in great pain after sleeping on this hard ground for five days, 

especially when there is a great force still pressing him down 

 

Although he was not fond of the idea of meeting the natives in his current situation, the idea of 

someone helping him and supporting him on the tree trunk is very tempting! 

 

And the girl didn't appear to be that frightening.. maybe his original fear about the locals was 

unnecessary 

 

"Sigh~ It doesn't matter then," Robin said and then went back to continue where he left off 

 

During these few days, the wound healed at a reasonable rate, and he was able to find about 30% of the 

first stage of the pattern of the major law of gravity, but he still has a long way to go before he can move 

freely again... 

 

Just as he was about to activate the Eye of Truth again he heard a voice coming closer, "Sar sar, kara tui 

cy Val, SAR SAR!!" 

 

It was the voice of the girl who had just run away, but she was not alone this time... 

 

So Robin, who was almost touching the ground, heard the sounds of *baa baa baa baa* 

 

it sounded like the noises of human steps, but it was much heavier, and the distance between each step 

and step is farther than that of a running human! 

 

*Gulp* 

 

'I wonder if one of them would be nice enough and agree to help me sit down..' Robin tried to stay as 

positive as possible even if his heart nearly exploded with fear... 

 



After a few more seconds, the girl appeared again from the same direction, then pointed toward him, 

looked behind her, and then shouted, "SAR SAR!!" 

 

"Haaaa." An annoyed voice came from behind the bushes, and then someone came out to stand next to 

the girl 

 

"Is that... a human...?" Robin muttered in a low voice, looking slowly at the person who had just 

appeared from the bottom up, and it was a long way to go, at a point Robin felt like he would never 

reach his face... 

 

That person was at least 2.7 meters tall * about nine feet*, wearing nothing but long pants, the upper 

part was covered with nothing but a belt of beast hide, and the rest was covered with strange tattoos, 

the apparent muscles of his body seemed to be carved out of rock! 

 

His features are harsh and his skin color can be said to be normal but it was more bluish 

 

Many strange attributes, but he is still generally can be considered human 

 

'Is this the guardian spirit of the forest or something?' Robin thought 

 

Robin was still in his shock after seeing this strange looking *guardian spirit* and trying to comprehend 

what he is 

 

suddenly another one with almost the same attributes came out from behind the bushes, causing 

Robin's mind to stop working for a moment!! 

 

"Hehehe, Kara tui, huh?" One of the two giants laughed and slapped the girl on the back of her head 

before pointing at Robin, "Mei Sot Rati--" 

 

Robin furrowed his eyebrows, he didn't understand a single word that was said 

 



Because the continent on which he was born had been in constant conflict and wars for tens of 

thousands of years even before the cultivation era began, the lands and populations moved from 

kingdom to kingdom almost every few years 

 

A common language arose that combines the characteristics of all the ancient tribal languages and 

spread rapidly with wars to be an official language for everyone later on 

 

So almost everyone in his world spoke the same language except for an accent or a few changed words 

 

Even the beasts above level 4 could understand this human language with ease! 

 

So this was the first time he faced a language barrier. 

 

But one thing is for sure, that giant was not pleased to see him, it was clear that he was making fun of 

the girl for some reason... 

 

"Soi Hira Kara Tui!!" the Giant then slammed himself on the chest and took out a dagger from his waist, 

a dagger that was big enough to be a sword for Robin! 

 

Then he started moving towards Robin, laughing. 

 

"Haa!!" Robin panicked at the scene, raised his head to see exactly what was happening, and grabbed a 

talisman with all his might, ready to use it at any time. 

 

A level 25 fireball rune will definitely be able to inflict great damage on the person holding the dagger 

and a 90% chance that it will kill him, but what about the other person? 

 

His aura and physical strength said he was definitely equal to or stronger than level 25, he wouldn't have 

time to shower him with talismans... 

 

that person would immediately kill him if he tried to shoot the first talisman at the dagger holder! 

 



Whether he shoots or not, he is dead in all cases. 

 

"STT!" The other Giant signaled to his companion to stop in his place and then looked at Robin with 

serious eyes and spoke slowly, "Minnie khut rat Kiri." 

 

"Hmm?" The other Giant stopped and looked at Robin seriously as well and then exclaimed excitedly, 

"Hua, Khinte Konso!!! Hahaha!" 

 

The giant seemed to be celebrating for some reason, and then put the dagger into the scabbard 

 

Robin didn't know what was going on, but whatever it is it was fine as long as it doesn't involve using 

that dagger! 

 

Before he could figure out anything and how to interact with these people, the giant quickly took a few 

steps toward Robin and carried him on his shoulder like a baby, and nodded at the other giant, "Huav 

Chubah!" 

 

Then two giants started chatting happily on the way back with the short girl walking behind them with 

her head lowered 

 

Hearing their voices and seeing their smiles, they seemed happy as if they had found a treasure, or 

enough food for weeks... 

 

Are they good people? Their first reaction when they saw him wasn't suggesting that... then how bad 

they are?! 

 

Robin felt his heart clenched at the thought of the things these two giants might do to him, but he could 

do nothing even if he wanted to... 

 

With a talisman in hand and closed eyes, he decided to walk with the flow and leave his fate to his luck. 

Chapter 226 Otherworldly Creatures 

*baa* 



 

*crack* 

 

"ARGHHH!!" Robin felt terrible pain after being thrown to the floor by the giant... 

 

All the energy and time that we spent healing his body was wasted in a moment after he heard the 

sound of new cracks in his bones 

 

"HAHAHAHA Kara tui sui, Nutri ka!" The Giant laughed out loud when he heard Robin's bones break so 

easily 

 

then he made a hand gesture, and the ground under Robin started to move... 

 

About a quarter of an hour passed before Robin recovered from the pain in his body and began to look 

around, he found himself in a large, fully metallic cage, and there were people... or things... cuffed 

around him. 

 

One looks like a mixture of a human and a frog, another is so short that Robin missed him at first sight, 

and another is so skinny that you can count all the bones in his body one by one. 

 

About 11 individuals and each of them had a weird feature that made him special 

 

But what aroused his curiosity the most was an individual.. or a thing... unlike the rest who had just cuffs 

on their hands, this thing had cuffs on both hands and legs and even around his neck, and had chains all 

around its body, and soon he found out it was for a good reason... 

 

Its body was covered with blood-red scales, with two long spiral horns coming out from his forehead, 

and that was not it... 

 

Robin could easily feel an explosive force from his muscles as if they were made of metal and not flesh 

and blood, taller than Robin and shorter than that labor, his height was approximately 2.2 meters *7.5 

feet* 



 

But even all of these specifications were not what attracted Robin's attention, Rather, his neck and face! 

 

His neck was covered with something like gills, which opened and closed constantly, as for his face... 

there was nothing in it but a mouth full of fangs! 

 

His skull is just like a human's skull, but his eye, nose, and ear were not there, It's not like they were cut, 

no, their spots were so smooth and polished that indicated it was born that way...  it appeared like a 

training doll! 

 

Only his mouth was wide open and full of long sharp teeth 

 

And currently, the head of that creature was directed at Robin, and saliva was dribbling from his 

mouth... 

 

"What are you looking at, you bastard?" Robin's heart clenched when he saw that creature's saliva 

dripping while looking toward him, as he clenched on the talisman even more forcefully, 

 

but he clearly knew that this thing would definitely not be defeated by a level 25 talisman either! 

 

Within a few minutes, Robin met two beings who could be compared to a mid-leveled saint. 

 

At that moment, the girl who had found him earlier entered the carriage, gently adjusted Robin, and 

seated him with his back on the iron bars behind him. 

 

*GRRRRR* 

 

The crimson creature gritted his teeth like he couldn't hold himself anymore and dashed to move 

forward toward Robin, but the strong chains around his body prevented him. 

 

"You lowly being, you won't eat me today!!" Robin cried out loud when he saw this scene, that thing 

was clearly dying to eat him!! 



 

The girl giggled when she saw this and then looked at Robin and started making a few gestures with her 

hand... 

 

The language barrier may be too great, but hand gestures always do the trick for intelligent beings... 

Quickly Robin understood that she wanted to say that that creature can't hear and that his screams 

wouldn't help. 

 

Then the girl fetched a bucket of water and began wiping Robin's neck and face from the fruit juice and 

blood of the beast he had blown up earlier 

 

before a voice came from outside the carriage, "Sallmon MAT!!" 

 

The girl panicked, then took the bucket and left quickly, leaving Robin among strange creatures, some of 

whom had their eyes fixed on him as if they could not bear to wait to eat his flesh and chirp his bones. 

 

Annoyed by the situation, Robin just closed his eyes again and turned on the law of life to heal himself, 

but this time with a quarter of its strength, afraid that he would draw attention with the green glow... 

 

with the mini-prison carriage moving and he was left alone again it wasn't too much different from he 

was lying on the forest floor afraid that another beast might appear at any moment, here is a possible 

danger, there was a possible danger... it actually would be hard if he had to choose between the two! 

 

Well, for now at least... 

 

the only new bad thing now other than all the danger around him is that he did not find the same peace 

and silence that he had enjoyed all those past days... 

 

The prisoners next to him started talking to each other in a loud voice after the carriage started moving 

again 

 

"Um te tari?" 



 

"Kikiki Sami Ra Ni Ri!" 

 

After trying to focus a few times, Robin surrendered to reality and slowly opened his eyes again, and 

began to look at the other prisoners with some interest... 

 

The two sides of the conversation were an old woman wrapped in tree branches and it seemed as if the 

leaves were coming out of her body, while the other person was a man sweating profusely as if a 

waterfall had opened over his head. 

 

They didn't care about Robin's gazes as they continued their discussion, it's clear that they are used to 

this kind of attention... 

 

so they ignore Robin, and Robin ignored the creature that is still salivating while looking in his direction.. 

each one cares about his own affairs 

 

And on that, another 5 hours passed -- 

 

"Ser fet A cert... I'm in the past... Calto Sylvay.. at that big tree and..." 

 

"Me too! Kote Far Soon Siri.. that day and I was.. faw vex ti!" 

 

That was what Robin was hearing now... 

 

After the first quarter of an hour of conversation between them, he was about to yell at the two of them 

to shut their mouths, but he restrained himself when he learned the word *I* from their conversation 

when the woman pointed at herself as she said it 

 

And he continued observing them silently... 

 

Repetition of words, hand gestures, pointing here and there... In just 3 hours, Robin was able to 

translate the meanings of more than 30 words! 



 

After that he wanted to take the subject to the next level, so he activated the Eye of Truth with a 

quarter of its power and started reading their lips and monitoring all the physical and nervous variables 

while pronouncing each word, and so the number of words he knew increased exponentially... 

 

By the end of the five hours, he had already translated almost all the simple words that a four-year-old 

kid would know, so it wouldn't be an exaggeration if Robin said he could understand a quarter of the 

conversation beside him! 

 

It also appears that * Kara Tui* the girl yelled when she saw him and the other giants said a few times 

also meant: talking corpse 

 

Robin was extremely confused when he knew this, why would that girl yell that when he tried to talk to 

her? 

 

Was it because of the blood and sticky juice on his face? his weak aura? 

 

Was it because of his extremely damaged body? ... but she looked like a weak little girl, how can she 

sense his injuries?! 

 

Robin continued listening to their conversation for another three hours with utmost interest, until a 

giant came and told them to shut up, before they started preparing a camp outside for the night. 

 

After a while, Robin found the girl who came next to him with dishes, something like bread and some 

roasted beast meat, a simple dish without any spices, but it was Robin's first real meal in this world, and 

it was actually the most he can hope for in a situation like this.. 

 

maybe those guys weren't too bad after all! 

 

and then she started feeding him in his mouth and said with a smile, " Eat all of it, okay? maybe a 

miracle happens and Your fish-like bones would get a little bit stronger hehe." 

 



The words were so simple that Robin understood the whole sentence easily, but it also left him 

dumbfounded! 

Chapter 227 Slaves, Or..? 

What does she mean fishbones?! he has cracked many of his bones but that could be because of a beast 

attack or something else 

 

After hearing the girl's strange words, he immediately activated his spiritual sense and pour it all on her 

body, and immediately stopped chewing his food in stupefaction... 

 

Her bones are at least two or three times more dense than his own and they take up more space in her 

body than his, her skeleton makes up at least 60% of her entire body in size, and represents about 90% 

in terms of mass and weight! 

 

Not only that, but the number of bones in his body is also higher, especially in the areas of the body's 

joints 

 

Her spine in particular is extremely strong, with this structure and toughness, it can be compared to a 

steel pillar! 

 

Seeing her bone structure, it was not strange if she called him fishbones! 

 

Even her muscles are not like the muscles of the humans he knows, the texture of the flesh in her body 

tends to be spongy, it seems as if it is specially designed to withstand pressure without tearing, but at 

the same time it is tougher than the flesh of ordinary humans and it would take much more damage to 

harm it 

 

This short, slender girl, in fact, is much heavier than him, and her body is much stronger as well! 

 

Just based on the strength of her bones and flesh alone, this seemingly young girl can beat the shit out 

of a tenth-level cultivator... 

 

If she was born in his world and had the surname Burton, she would have held the rank of an army 

officer or been treated like a genius who should be brought up with care! 



 

This short, big-chested girl was far from being an ordinary human being! 

 

"What? Do you like my chest too, fishbones? Hehehe" The girl giggled as she felt Robin's shooked look 

on her 

 

Embarrassed, overwhelmed by his astonishment, Robin lowered his eyes and quickly returned to 

chewing his food. 

 

"Hm?" The girl was surprised by his reaction, which seemed as if he understood what she was saying, 

but wasn't he speaking some Foreign language? 

 

she was to say something, but a voice interrupted her " Girl, Laurie, come here!" As one of the giants 

suddenly shouted 

 

"Coming!" The girl immediately left the food aside and then looked at Robin with a smile and said, "I will 

be back in a bit." 

 

Robin followed her with his eyes until she jumped out of the carriage, and then went back to look at the 

grilled meat in front of him... 

 

he tried to raise his right hand to get it closer, but he couldn't raise it more than an inch from the floor 

before it went down and bumped into it again, so he sighed and gave up... 

 

He would have to activate all his energy reserve just to grab that dish and he doesn't know how will that 

affect the giants when they feel it, maybe they would feel threatened and kill him? or maybe not... but it 

isn't worth the risk. 

 

Food is right in front of him and he can't even help himself! 

 

"AAAAAhhhhhhhhhhhh... EMM... EMMM" Suddenly a painful cry came from behind him, followed by 

several screams that sounded muffled. 



 

Robin quickly turned behind him to see if thieves had attacked the caravan and killed someone! 

 

But he did not expect, even for a moment, what he saw. 

 

One of the giants grabbed the girl *Laurie* and violently had sex with her from behind... 

 

The awful size difference between the two was visible to Laurie every time he bumped her from behind 

 

"Hmmm! Hmmm!!" She put both her hands over her mouth so as not to let out loud screams as two 

lines of tears went down her eyes, as well as a torrent of blood from her genital area... 

 

Robin couldn't force himself to watch this savage sight anymore, he gritted his teeth, then redirected his 

face forward again and closed his eyes. 

 

This did not concern him, and even if it did... He had nothing in his hand to do. 

 

"EMMM! Emmm!" 

 

"HAHAHAHA YES! YES!!" 

 

"Hmmm! Hmmm!" 

 

As the first one started a few soon followed, in a few minutes the noises doubled 

 

this time it was from more than one source, it was other girls with other giants... the exact same 

situation was happening everywhere 

 

Even one of the giants seemed to need some privacy so he left the rest of the giants and came and did it 

with a girl right in front of Robin's face 



 

Only now was Robin beginning to understand how big that caravan was, and it wasn't just two giants 

and one human-like girl... 

 

So far the voices he's counted under the wing of the night belong to 7 giants and more than 15 different 

girls! 

 

One of the strange things about what is happening is that the prisoners were completely unaffected by 

what was happening... 

 

No one was aroused and no one was angry, even the two chatterers did not stop talking but kept it 

lower as if nothing is happening around them! 

 

But Robin couldn't take it any longer, using the minor heavenly law of sound, Robin completely shut off 

his hearing as he closed his eyes, trying not to think about what was going on around him. 

 

*poke poke * 

 

About half an hour later, Robin felt something poking his shoulder and quickly opened his eyes, It was 

Laurie, who spoke with a smile, "Have you been sleeping? Let's get on with your meal!" 

 

Robin looked at her as if she was the strangest thing in existence, traces of tears were still on the girl's 

cheek, and blood was still dripping from between her legs, but she still came with a forced fake smile to 

feed him... 

 

He also looked outside the carriage and found that the group sex party was over, and he found some 

girls lying on the ground breathing heavily in a small bond of their own blood, and some of them 

returned with difficulty to their work as if nothing had happened... 

 

'What the hell is going on here?!' A question burst into Robin's mind 

 



The girls don't appear to be slaves, they don't have chains, they don't seem to work with the fear of the 

whip, nor did they hate the giants or their jobs... that giant even called her with her name, Laurie, as if 

they are friends! 

 

Even this girl Laurie when she found Robin was wandering alone and had to go back to call the two 

giants, which means they have a lot of freedom! 

 

All clues indicate that they are free... but they are undoubtedly treated worse than slaves!! 

 

' these girls aren't humans, at least not like me.. are they the females of this giant's race? Is this normal 

in this world that males treat their females this way?! How is it possible that the difference between 

males and females of the same race is so vast in size and stature?!' Robin thought as he looked at the 

girl in front of him with knotted eyebrows. 

 

"Say ahh." Laurie brought a piece of meat and brought it to his mouth with a smile, unconcerned with 

the frown on Robin's face. 

Chapter 228 I Will Have To Do WHAT!? 

Robin wanted to ask her a thousand questions, but in the end, he opened his mouth and took a bite of 

the grilled meat... 

 

If what had just happened was normal for this world, it would seem suspicious if he asked about it, or 

rather... he didn't want to hear that what had just happened wasn't normal, it would only make him feel 

worse about the situation when there is nothing in his hand. 

 

The most important thing now is to heal himself quickly, finish exploring the major law of gravity and try 

to get the hell out of this cage before the giants decide to rape him too!! 

 

next morning --- 

 

"Open the gate, we are --Shira Tate Kunasa--" 

 

Robin opened his voice after hearing a shout from one of the giants and felt the carriage stop, he slowly 

turned to his left and found high wooden walls and a few giants in uniform surrounding the carriage 



 

It is clear that they were trying to enter a city of some kind. 

 

After about five minutes of exchanging words, one of the giants from the caravan grabbed a girl and 

thrust her toward the chief of the guards, "She has a big ass and -- tashi kum da-- she will be -- tara sso-- 

for you! Hehe." 

 

"Hmm…." the chief of the guards put his hand on the girl's head and rotated her to see her buttocks, 

then smiled and nodded before asking, "How many times has she been used?" 

 

"Only 5 times!" The giant quickly replied 

 

"Hmm, she would survive a few more... alright, you may come in." said the chief of the guards, giving a 

leud smile, as he pulled the girl's head away from the road and signaled to the guards behind him to 

clear the way for the caravan. 

 

The whole time Robin did not take his eyes off her... from start to finish the girl did not say a word, but 

from the involuntary movement of her fingers and the loud sound of her heart, it was clear that she was 

afraid, but it was also clear that she did not feel any nostalgia to return to that caravan! 

 

She was just afraid and anticipating her new fate, but it didn't appear she felt much of a change... 

 

'What exactly is this situation!?' Robin furrowed his eyebrow when he looked at the rest of the girls in 

the caravan and did not find a reaction towards their sister who had been taken by a stranger in front of 

their eyes 

 

He even saw see a girl of them waving her goodbye with a smile? 

 

'The women in this world are very strange...' Robin thought and sighed, truly feeling bad for all the 

women of this race 

 

but after one moment it seemed as if he had had a stroke.. 



 

Right after entering the gate, Robin saw giants in the streets with long hair, prominent chests, and they 

appear to be very much... females? 

 

'Perhaps they are strange looking males?' Robin thought to himself, but he automatically started looking 

for the giants all the way and trying to differentiate between them, those giants with a female 

appearance are just too many.. almost half of the pedestrians in the streets.. 

 

Even though they did not look even a quarter of the beauty of the girls in the caravan, the composition 

of the body, the clothes covering the chest, and even the slightly different walk style confirm that these 

are the females of the giants' race! 

 

Robin quickly turned back to look at the girls in the caravan and a question exploded in his head, 'who 

the hell are those..?!' 

 

But he didn't have time to think, and the carriage stopped again, but this time the giants in the caravan 

began to move quickly, getting out wood planks and construction tools from another carriage in the 

caravan. 

 

After about a quarter of an hour, it became clear that they were trying to build something, a platform 

specifically. 

 

Robin was terrified when he saw the platform, if he combined this with his place in the cage and what 

happened to the girl at the entrance to the city... Is this a slave caravan? 

 

Will I be sold now?! he can't even walk probably! 

 

Will the buyer treat him like some kind of a doll? will he be eaten? Will he be treated like an animal as 

he is now..? 

 

What is the probability that a smart person that will treat him with the respect he deserves buys him in 

a place like this? 

 



ZERO! 

 

"ARGHHH!!" Robin tried to put all his strength into his legs to try to stand up, but most of the fractures 

were simply there and he didn't have enough time to heal them yet, trying to escape now is impossible! 

 

His features turned into an ugly shape, and secretly he pumped all his energy into all the talismans that 

he planted around his body... 

 

with a thought, an explosion will occur that turn a quarter of this city to ashes, and of course, his body as 

well. 

 

He simply ignored his mission and everyone he ever knew at this stage, Robin Burton shall not be sold 

and bought!! 

 

At that moment a voice was heard, "Calm down, nothing bad will happen to you." 

 

It was Laurie, when she noticed his movements and features she came to calm him down 

 

"...Is ... I... sold?" Robin asked, stuttering in their language 

 

"Oh! You do know our language then! I thought - sassy Colvay Sisrr - that's good!" A look of happiness 

appeared on Laurie's face 

 

"Please.. word.. easy.." Robin spoke again 

 

"Oh? I will try... do not be afraid.. you won't be sold.. do you understand?" Laurie looked cute trying to 

choose her words, but the words were enough to calm Robin a bit.. 

 

he's still ready to blow himself up with them at any time... but he relaxes a bit. 

 



"We will talk after.. umm.. we finished, okay?" Laurie said again with a joyful smile, when she saw Robin 

nod, she giggled and then got off the carriage and went to help build the platform with the rest. 

 

After another hour ---- 

 

 "Come on, come on, we are the best -- Kunasa -- in the lands! Come on come on." One of the giants 

stood on the platform and started shouting 

 

People in the street are already starting to gather, especially the giant females who came over with big 

smiles and anticipation in their eyes 

 

At that moment, one of the giants opened the cage and grabbed the half-human half-frog, and led him 

to the platform 

 

There the half-human half-frog started doing acrobatics and jumping around, and the assembled giants 

started clapping and whistling 

 

After he is done, one of the giants brought the half-human half-frog to his place in the cage again and 

took the old lady with tree branches instead, leading her to the platform too where she began to 

perform plants related show. 

 

"Hahaha what a strange race, look where the branch comes from haha" 

 

Robin finally understood what was happening... this is a wandering circus! 

 

'Will I also have to do a show like them?!' 

 

'I'm dead! They will kill me!! I am a failure at anything social !!' 

 

'AAHHH!!!' 

Chapter 229 Display 



The whole thing took about two hours, everyone who was with Robin in the carriage got out and 

performed a special show that only his kind can do 

 

But the two hours passed on Robin as if it were two minutes... afraid that he would be called to the 

platform! 

 

The possibility of this happing was extremely low for his condition, they shouldn't be too stupid to force 

him jump around in this state, right? 

 

But the fear of being forced out on that platform and dancing around like a clown as these fools, was 

eating him from the inside out! 

 

He, Rubin Burton, was not meant to entertain people in such manner! 

 

He was hoping that the guards would come and cancel the circus at the last minute or some young 

master to some and crash the party, just anything dramatic like that to save him from this possible 

humiliation... but time passed and nothing happened 

 

As he as drifting in his thoughts and fears, life was beaming outside... 

 

After each show, the audience would throw black notes at the seven giants in charge of the circus, and 

they were gleefully collecting the black notes from the floor 

 

Robin guessed that these things were some kind of money. 

 

Even the crimson creature towards the end also came out with cuffs on his hands, feet, and neck, he 

couldn't move a single step without being guided by two giants... 

 

Yet the audience was frightened when they saw it. 

 

" A demon!! " 

 



"Wow! They even have a demon with them!!" 

 

They welcomed all the performances with laughter and applause, but this particular crimson creature 

was greeted with shouts and fear, some of them even involuntarily took a few steps back. 

 

Robin furrowed his eyebrows, he could easily tell that some of the people who looked afraid or 

preparing to flee were in fact stronger than the *demon*, but that didn't stop them from being afraid of 

it anyway. 

 

The giant in charge of the caravan laughed when he saw this and reassured his audience, then he 

brought a large beast bone covered with meat and started waving them in front of the crimson creature 

 

soon he started directing his head wherever the piece of meat went as if he was hypnotizing 

 

Then one of the giants let go of the chain that tied his neck a little, and the crimson creature rushed 

towards the piece of meat like an arrow, and took a huge bite crushing even the bone as if it was 

nothing, and almost nibbled the fingers of the giant who was holding it! 

 

"Wow" 

 

"They are really what I heard..." 

 

"I wouldn't want to deal with those things, our men who control these things are really awesome!" 

 

"Wretched demons, how can you sleep with those things alive around you people? I always say we 

should exterminate them and do the dirty work ourselves, but no one listens!!" 

 

The crowd split about this one, some of them started side discussions and some clapped a little and 

some of them started throwing those black notes again 

 

But this time, while the giants were collecting notes from the earth, one of them spoke, "You are 

wasting our time, isn't there anything new?" 



 

Most of the crowd nodded, it was clear that they had seen some of these creatures before or at least 

heard a lot about them, what attracted them to the circus were only the dazzling performances... 

 

"Haha don't worry everyone, we left the best for the end!" The circus chief declared, then waved to his 

men 

 

They hurriedly escorted the crimson creature back to its original spot and tied it well, then one of them 

carried Robin on his shoulder! 

 

'Dammit! I'm the best they left until the end?! I know I'm awesome but not in this way!!' Robin 

screamed inwardly, but he didn't dare say a word 

 

The giant walked forward with confidence and a big smile under the audience's knotted eyebrows and 

strange gazes, until he reached half the platform and lowered Robin from his shoulder, and made him 

turn around to face the audience, then he grabbed Robin's hands and pulled two arms firmly on both 

sides while his feet were still off the ground... 

 

In this scene, In particular, Robin looked as if he is crucified. 

 

"Hmm? What are we watching? A slightly taller human male?" One of the spectators asked in a sarcastic 

tone 

 

"Haha, please everyone, feel his body with your soul sense." The head of the caravan said confidently 

 

Robin closed his eyes and gritted his teeth until they almost shattered... 

 

This was undoubtedly the most humiliating moment he had faced in his entire life. 

 

"AHH!!" The first cry came from a giant female, then she put her hand over her mouth, and then the 

astonishing reactions followed. 

 



 " Oh my God.." 

 

"What are these bones? What is this tender meat...?" 

 

"Look at all those broken bones!!" 

 

"How is he alive?" 

 

"Is this a new species?" 

 

"You found a treasure for yourself!" 

 

"This is definitely a rare species, he is not a human male!" 

 

"I have opened my eyes today!" 

 

Involuntarily the audience began to take out the black papers and throw them toward the stage in 

satisfaction, although their eyes were still focused on Robin 

 

Other people passing by in the street heard the shouts of wonder and stood to watch this new creature 

as well, very soon the number of spectators doubled 

 

"Hahaha thank you very much." The giant laughed out loud, the money he got immediately after Robin's 

display exceeded all previous offers combined! 

 

After a few more minutes, after making sure no one else would pay anything, the head of the caravan 

ordered the giant carrying Robin to put him back in the cage *gently* 

 

*baa* 

 



"ARGHHH" 

 

his head was busy with returning back quickly to split the profits with his accomplices, the giant threw 

Robin at the metal floor like a sack of potatoes unconcerned with whatever happened to him, causing 

him two more fractures in his right leg. 

 

Laura waited until the giant left and hurried into the cage to help Robin to sit up straight, then put her 

hand on the new fractures with a look of pity on her face, "Does it hurt so much? this shouldn't be new 

to you, you should have faced this kind of injuries a lot in your lifetime, How do you treat yourself when 

you got hurt like that? Tell me to help you." 

 

"No... you need... please.. leave me.." Robin spoke in great pain, his eyes still closed. 

 

The girl thought that he was in pain because of his leg, but knowing that he doesn't need her, she looked 

at him sorrowfully one more time and then left the carriage, thinking that he should have a way to treat 

his wounds... 

 

And he does! but she simply did not know that the damage to his dignity was much more severe than a 

thousand broken bones... 

 

He didn't even think about his injuries or to return to learn Gravity Major Heavenly Law again, his mind 

refused to be cleared... 

 

Nothing is going on in his head now except the most brutal way to kill those seven damned giants!! 

Chapter 230 Desperate Bet 

A few hours after the circus show -- dozens of miles away from the city 

 

Immediately after the completion, the seven giants dismantled the platform and prepared the caravan 

again to leave, and then exited the city without delay, as if they were afraid to wait a minute longer in 

this place. 

 

As for Robin, his eyes were still closed, trying hard to hold back his tears from falling... 

 



The resounding fall, the supernatural gravity, tens of broken bones and torn muscles, and the 

confrontation with the giant dark beast didn't break Robin... 

 

but those minutes on the platform almost did it. 

 

The only thing preventing him from blowing himself up with everyone right now is that he came 

knowing that he might get humiliated.. . 

 

at least that's what the all-seeing God repeatedly told him. 

 

But he thought that the insult he was talking about was like the one he and Caesar faced at the Bradley 

Military Academy at the hands of the few brats, 

 

but this is simply too..!! 

 

'sigh~' 

 

At this moment, he remembered something.. So he opened his eyes and looked at the other handcuffed 

creatures next to him 

 

He was now sure they were once free like him but were caught and are now forced to do these shows to 

keep their lives 

 

But looking at them, they did not even look sad... 

 

And the short humanoid girls in the caravan are all hard-working and acting naturally as they have 

already forgotten that one of them was given as a present to the city's guard earlier TODAY! 

 

Robin couldn't spot any signs of hatred or even alienation against the Seven giants. 

 



'Why... why does everyone act as if they are on a picnic? Don't they know what *humiliation* means in 

this world!? Do they not know what it means to be a slave?!' A question exploded in his head 

 

But he quickly calmed down again, and a serious look appeared on his face... 

 

It seemed as if he had made up his mind about something. 

 

*shooo* 

 

Faint green light began to glow around his body and emanate from his eyes. 

 

"Huh..? guys, look at fishbones..." One of the giants noticed what was going on and drew the attention 

of the others 

 

"Hmmm? he is radiating light?" A giant approached Robin to take a closer look and began to poke him, 

but Robin did not pay him any attention... 

 

"Oh? hurry up and Check out his body!" The head of the caravan suddenly said 

 

"It… heals? Slowly.. but it heals.." A look of astonishment and shock appeared on the faces of the rest of 

the giants, and even the girls and the rest of the imprisoned creatures looked at him in amazement. 

 

"What a strange species..." 

 

"What do we do, boss?" 

 

The head of the caravan looked long at Robin who seemed to be separated from the world, then looked 

at the path ahead of him again and spoke, "Leave him be.. maybe this is his kind's way of recovering, it 

would be good if he stayed alive for us a little longer." 

 

"Haha, you are right, boss! Get well, sweetie, get well soon! Haha!" 



 

p Hearing those words, Robin finally breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

When he stayed 5 days lying in the forest before under the complete influence of the Law of Life, he had 

healed himself reasonably well, although a large part of the energy was intended to keep him alive due 

to the lack of food. 

 

As for activating the law of life in its weak form now, as he did since he was arrested, It will only make 

things worse 

 

It will take much longer, and those animals will throw him badly again and break his bones again, The 

Perfect Major Heavenly Law Cultivation Technique Of Life must be activated in the best way! 

 

There weren't too many options in front of him if he wanted to leave this cage 

 

The only way is to activate The Perfect Major Heavenly Law Cultivation Technique Of Life with its full 

energy and pray that no one will interrupt him.. and completely activate the eyes of truth also to speed 

up the process of discovering the major heavenly law of gravitation. 

 

Robin was truly far away from his best when he was on that platform, but from their reactions, he knew 

how much money they made from his show 

 

So if he didn't do something that was a direct threat to them they definitely wouldn't kill him or do him 

more harm. 

 

So if he activated the two techniques either they would get suspicion and want to harm him and in this 

case it would end up with everyone dying together, and for how he feels now he was really ready to do 

it... 

 

or they would leave him heal himself in peace. 

 

This was a huge bet, and he won! 



 

Quickly another four days passed, the caravan kept a straight line in and out of a few forests... during 

which time Robin didn't blink once 

 

"Hmmm?" Even the seven giants were very surprised by the green light activating so far on his body and 

in his eyes and started looking at each other that something strange was going on. 

 

But the head of the caravan dismissed everyone's concern every time that this was normal for Robin's 

sex, and even ordered Laurie to increase Robin's ration so that he could heal better. 

 

Only a fool would risk the death of such a treasure! 

 

As for Robin, he had no idea what was happening around him... His entire focus was extracting the 

major law of gravity patterns, even while eating his meals he didn't look at the food or listen to a word 

that Laurie was saying. 

 

His eyes are completely open and are constantly moving toward the horizon 

 

After another four days-- the convoy reached another city 

 

The same circus was repeated with the same shows, even with the same bribery to the head of the city 

guard with a humanoid girl. 

 

To ensure that a smart person would not see him and be exposed, Robin stopped using the two laws 

after entering the city, but returned to activate them again immediately after leaving it. 

 

When Robin activated his two techniques again after leaving the city, they didn't look at him the same... 

his action caused suspicion this time to enter the heart of everyone, even the head of the convoy 

himself... but he was too precious to do something to him. 

 

After another five days -- a few individuals got out of the bushes and attacked the caravan. 


